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Children, again I will ask you to pray for peace and also for the unity in the hearts of humankind.
Today I will ask you to look beyond your own lives and to contemplate the world with the heart,
because - beyond the agony that the planet already is already living - many who are asleep and
prone to evil are surrendering their souls in the hands of the enemy.

The Heart of God is suffering for the ignorance of human beings and for those who, more than that,
consciously elect evil for their lives and for the world.

Reinforce your prayers not only for the Americas, but for the whole planet. Agony spreads out
among humankind and the Kingdoms of Nature, and those who are in the middle of chaos, as much
as they wish peace and good, do not have strength to establish this peace and are not managing to
defeat the hatred and the resentment of their hearts for the injustices they see before their eyes.

Those of you who are still not living in an extreme of chaos, of conflicts and of wars, pray with
fervor for the world! Pray much, because the enemy designs his plans day and night and is finding
among humankind those who are willing to manifest his will and his false power.

May the hearts of good will unite, willing to live love and good wherever they are! It is time that the
religions join hands in order to make a chain in the world, strengthened by the Power of God, so
that in this way they will support the planet. It is time that the differences and the prejudices be
dissipated by the need of peace!

Pray together. Pray for each other. Unite yourselves to all the hearts that proclaim peace because
there needs to be voices that elevate themselves to the Heavens and clamor to God.

Open the doors of the heart and break the barriers of indifference that are upon the human
consciousness. Let the dimensions unite themselves through the power of Love, which is still only
an asleep potential within the human beings. Serve, pray and demonstrate to God that you aspire to
awaken this unique Love of your essences.

I tell you this, children, because it is only with this love that you will be able to overcome the tests
and the challenges that today are approaching humanity. This Love is the only thing that will defeat
the fear of souls and that will cause peace to be established, regardless of the circumstances of the
world.

For this reason, pray and live prayer! Awaken the Power of the Love of God in you.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


